
The Sahara Desert Eagle Owl

The Sahara Desert Eagle Owl Habitat
The Good: Environmental Sustainability
The Bad: Environmental Damage
The Ugly: Environmental Damage Profitability
In the Sahara, there are nowdays approximately seven bird species at risk 
([https://bit.ly/2PAc3Uf]. see also List of Birds in Libya [https://bit.ly/2LeRNsR] and Earth 
Endangered Creatures [https://bit.ly/2GRmRuc]) (accessed 19 May 2018) and this situation 
has worsened because of anthropogenic environmental insecurity related issues. The desert 
eagle owl is not yet included in the official list of protected birds, though its life is at risk. The 
food habits of the desert eagle owl primarily concern small rodents, other birds, lizards, snakes 
and insects. It is a nocturnal  animal, which, often, shares its life with humans 
[https://bit.ly/2GSD0Qf], sometimes being subjected to the same territorial disputes. This is, for 
example, the case of the Touaregs, described in a famous poem by M.A. Ag Ataher Insar as 
Les Nageurs de l'Infini (The Swimmers of the Infinite). The satellite imagery below shows the 
Sahara Sand Desert Dunes: home of the desert eagle owl. These images are true and false 
color composites of four different wavebands among which the infra-red waveband. These 
wavebands are often used to identify soil mosture and other environmental variables (NDVI, 
vegetation, human activity, etc.). The false-color composite imaging method can also be used
 for identifying air and soil pollution, which remains one of the most valuable sources
 for understanding threats to bio-diversity. Commercial satellites can also provide useful 
imagery for monitoring climate changes. 
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The True Colors of the Sahara

• Poverty is profitable
• Environmental damage is profitable.

• But they must be stopped!

• It is now the right time to stand up and to speak out!

 NASA Worldview

https://www.nasa.gov

Sahara Desert Detail 1 (True Color)

Aleppo, Syria

True Color and False Color Images  (2018)

Source: LANDSAT 8 (2018) Satellite Imagery

The Sahara Desert is described a "arid" zone of Libya. It is the land of nomad populations 
since ages. This "non-arid" zone is now off-limits for tourists because of the presence of oil 
extraction and  humans at war. Its oases cannot be visited. The Sahara Desert Eagle Owl
is now a species in danger.
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Krónos and Kairós: The ancient Greeks had a nuanced conception of time: Cronos 
(krónos, χρόνος) referred to the chronological quantification of time and to its 
sequentiality – or put it simply – of how many hours have passed. Kairos (kairós, 
καιρός) referred instead to the right or opportune moment, for example, when it is 
the right time to speak out or to act.
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NASA’s Satellite Imagery Analysis and Global Environmental Change
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Satellites in Orbit

The Night Lights of Tripoli's Ramadan (May 26, 2018). 
See also Román & Stokes (2015). https://bit.ly/2kzvA8I  

2 Oil Fields and Oil Production in Libya

Nighttime Swath

3 Oil Fields and Oil Production in Libya (Detail)

4 The Port of As Sidr. The Libyan civil war resulted in attacks to major oil ports and 
refineries. 
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Sahara Desert True Color Image
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SUOMI-NPP VIIRS Launch

https://icesat-2.gsfc.nasa.gov/

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/Grace/index.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/

https://www.nasa.gov/missions
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/servir/

Oil Ports and Tanks

The Port of Ras Lanuf.
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After a drop in Real GDP in 2011, Libya’s economy is still facing difficulties to  pre-2011 
 of development (-8.1% GDP Growth in 2016). In 2017, inflation was set at 12%, oil extraction 
 for 75% of GDP, while public administration and defense expenses represented 10% of GDP 
(see OECD Libya African Economic Outlook 2017, Fig. 1 and Table 2). In terms of public finances, 
in 2017, revenues from oil corresponded only to 21% of GDP (see OECD 2017 Table 3). 
Commercial bank credits for entrepreneurship (see also the OECD 2017 Entrepreneurship at a 
Glance survey) are, recently, under risk after a first post-Gaddafi growth phase.  See figure on
 the  and below.
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Alfio Cerami, PhD in Social Sciences.
http://www.alfiocerami.com
Email: ceramial@gmail.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/acerami

In recent years, NASA scientists have developed new methods of geo-spatial micro-macro econometric analysis (Photoeconometrics) based on

single pixels are the smallest units of scientific enquiry. This type of analysis represents the future of scientific research.

My research couples geographic information system (GIS) analysis with big data mining, as well as with new forms of visual representation.

 near real-time big data. These include high-resolution NASA Earth Observatory (https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/) satellite imagery, where the 
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